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of the entry into Russian Poland of the first legionaries, Pilsudski
issued an order of the day to his troops which read: "Two years
have passed since the day so dear to our hearts when the forgotten
flag of the Polish Army flew once more over Polish soil and pro-
claimed a fresh struggle for the fatherland. . . . The fate of the
fatherland is still in doubt. But I permit myself to wish, for you
and for me, that my order of the day on the next anniversary may
be read to free Polish soldiers on the free soil of Poland." The
"Council of Colonels," composed of Pilsudski, Haller and Roja,
the respective chiefs of the three brigades, and Sosnkowski, chief
of the Staff of the First Brigade, sent a memorandum to the
Supreme National Committee, Cracow, declaring that the Legions
must be regarded as a "Polish Army fighting and dying for the
freedom of Poland," and requesting it to ensure that the Com-
mand of the Legions must be "distinct, Polish and responsible
solely to Polish citizens and its own Government."
At the moment the Legions headed by Szeptycki, who had
succeeded Puchalski, formed part of the forces under Bernhardi
in the army group commanded by Lissingen, and the Germans
watched the actions of Pilsudski with great suspicion. They
forced the Austrians to accept his resignation, which they did on
September 27, 1916. Meanwhile the Austrian Command, yielding
to the dissatisfaction in the Legions, had a week before sought to
quiet it by transforming them into the Polnische Hilfskorps (Polish
Auxiliary Corps) as a portion of the Austrian Landsturm, but
under its own flag. The news of Pilsudski's resignation, now
become effective, made them furious; in sympathy with the man
who was the moral, if not the actual, head of them all, they de-
manded en masse to be permitted to lay down their arms and
withdraw. On October 6 the Legions retired from the front and
were stationed at Baranowicze.
Pilsudski went to live at Cracow, where Jaworski urged him to
become once more the inspiration of the Legions, whose soldiers
saw in him the "symbol of the struggle for independence." Pil-
sudski did not respond, and the Central National Committee at
Warsaw launched a bitter attack on Jaworski's Supreme National
Committee. The Legions were approaching disintegration, but

